Government Likely to Make Itself Hero
What have you learned from the coronapocalypse so far? Has it changed you?
The experience has shown me where my preparedness was good and where I could make
improvements. I discovered the need for some supplies I hadn’t considered before. I’ll work
to ﬁx those areas, but it’s hard to prepare for everything when you can’t know what
“everything” might include. Next time could be completely diﬀerent.
I have become more appreciative of the freedom to simply be around other people. I’m not
excessively sociable, but I like being able to choose to socialize when I’m in the mood. It
will be nice to go to a fast-food place and sit inside and eat among other people again,
even if they are loud.
I’m not afraid of the virus, but out of consideration for those who are — and those who
have more risk if they do catch it — I’ve changed my behavior during this pandemic.
If I had any trust or faith in government, this experience would have destroyed it for good.
Of course, that ship sailed decades ago, so watching the incompetence and tyranny from
those who imagine they know best how to run your life hasn’t aﬀected me much.
I’m suspecting the diﬀerences in how people view government’s response will further
divide America between those who imagine government saved the country from certain
disaster and those who realize everything government did in response to the pandemic
harmed the country worse than the virus.
Those in the ﬁrst group will want government to have even more power over our lives from
now on, and those in the second group will want to take back our rightful liberty, which was
stolen over the last couple of centuries.
This isn’t a huge change, but the disagreements may get more heated unless one side
backs down. I don’t see that happening.
I’ve become more skeptical of the sanity of those cheering the police state tactics justiﬁed
by the virus, the intelligence of those begging government to do more, and of the morals of
those who became snitches, reporting anyone they suspected of not complying with
unconstitutional orders.
Speaking of learning — I’m curious how this time will look when it’s history. Unfortunately,
government gets to decide what the history textbooks will say about this event, so its
version will be taught to generations of children in its schools. Expect government to make
itself out to be the hero of this story, regardless of the truth.

